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ABSTRACT

Researches on nonlinear atmospheric dynamics in China (1999–2002) are briefly surveyed. This review
includes the major achievements in the following branches of nonlinear dynamics: nonlinear stability theory,
nonlinear blocking dynamics, 3D spiral structure in the atmosphere, traveling wave solution of the nonlinear
evolution equation, numerical predictability in a chaotic system, and global analysis of climate dynamics.
Some applications of nonlinear methods such as hierarchy structure of climate and scaling invariance, the
spatial-temporal series predictive method, the nonlinear inverse problem, and a new difference scheme with
multi-time levels are also introduced.
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1. Introduction

Nonlinear atmospheric dynamics is an important
branch of atmospheric sciences. This field has been
very active in China during the last three decades, and
some important advances have been made (see the re-
view paper by Li and Chou, 2003a). Recently, some
new studies have been carried out in many aspects
of this area, and some new books on nonlinear atmo-
spheric dynamics have been published, e.g., Nonlinear-
ity and Complexity in Atmospheric Sciences (Chou,
2002), Mathematical and Physical Problems in Atmo-
spheric Sciences (Huang and Wu, 2001), Envelope Soli-
ton Theory and Blocking Pattern in the Atmosphere
(Luo, 1999a), Nonlinear Dynamics of Blocking (Luo,
2000a), and External Forcing and the Dynamic Prin-
ciple of Wave-Flow Interaction (Xu and Gao, 2002),

etc. These investigations push forward the develop-
ment of nonlinear atmospheric sciences in China. The
aim of this paper is to briefly review recent advances
in nonlinear atmospheric sciences in China during the
last four years.

2. Nonlinear stability theory

Progresses in the problems of nonlinear stability
and instability of atmospheric motions, particularly
attained by the research group of Mu, are surveyed
in Mu and Wu (2001). In this paper, we only present
some main results obtained in the past four years.

Symmetric stability is related to mesoscale dynam-
ics with application to the formation of rainbands.
Mu et al. (1999a) studied the symmetric stability of
the moist atmosphere and investigated the influence
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of the northward components of the Coriolis force, a
work which extends previous results from infinitesi-
mal amplitude to the finite amplitude perturbations.
In the context of quasigeostrophic motions, Liu and
Mu (2001) studied the modified Eady model and es-
tablished an optimal nonlinear stability in the sense
that if it is destroyed, then there always exists a finite
periodic zonal channel, in which there is an exponen-
tially growing normal mode. Li et al. (2000) investi-
gated the nonlinear stability of fronts in the ocean on a
sloping bottom. By employing the frontal geostrophic
model, the nonlinear stability criteria for the fronts in
the ocean are obtained by using Arnold’s variational
principle and a prior estimate method.

For the evolution of an initial unstable disturbance
in a Hamiltonian system, an effect of nonlinearity is
to change the basic flow in such a way as to stop the
growth of the disturbance after it has reached a signifi-
cant amplitude. The determination of such bounds on
the growth of the disturbances to the unstable basic
flow is called the saturation problem of instability. By
using nonlinear stability criteria for the Phillips model,
Xiang and Sun (2002) and Xiang and Lin (2003) estab-
lished some upper bounds on the energy and potential
enstrophy of wavy disturbances respectively.

Mu et al. (1999b) attempted to apply Arnold-type
nonlinear stability criteria to the diagnostic study of
the dynamical persistence (stability) or breakdown (in-
stability) of the zonal flows in the middle and high
latitudes. In the cases of the blocking high, the cut-
off low and the zonal flow, the relationships of the
geostrophic streamfunction versus the potential vor-
ticity of the observed atmosphere are analyzed by real
observation data, which indicates that Arnold’s second
type nonlinear stability theorem is more relevant to the
observed atmosphere than the first one. For both sta-
ble and unstable flows, Arnold’s second type nonlinear
stability criteria are applied to the diagnosis. The pri-
mary results show that the analyses correspond well to
the evolution of the atmospheric motions. The synop-
tically stable atmospheric zonal flows satisfy Arnold’s
second type nonlinear stability criteria while the syn-
optically unstable ones violate the nonlinear stability
criteria.

The study of instability is closely related to the
uncertainty of numerical prediction, and hence to the
data assimilation and predictability. Initial error will
certainly be amplified by the dynamical instability and
will finally result in forecast uncertainty. Mu and Guo
(2001) investigated the effects of four-dimensional vari-
ational data assimilation in the case of nonlinear in-
stability. On the other hand, singular value and sin-
gular vector have been utilized to study the instability

of atmospheric motions, ensemble numerical predic-
tion, and predictability problems in numerical weather
and climate prediction (c.f., Molteni and Palmer, 1993;
Molteni et al., 1996; Thompson, 1998). In this ap-
proach, the tangent linear model (TLM) is adopted.
It is well known that the motions of the atmosphere
are governed by a nonlinear system, and hence the
nonlinearity raises the question of the validity of the
TLM. Mu et al. (2000) and Mu et al. (2001) used the
nonlinear stability criteria to investigate this problem
and found that nonlinear instability considerably af-
fects the length of the validity period of TLM. Gener-
ally speaking, the length of the validity period of TLM
can only be determined a posteriori. To avoid answer-
ing the validity problem of TLM in the application
of singular value and singular vector, Mu (2000) pro-
posed the new concept of the nonlinear singular vector
and nonlinear singular value. In Mu and Wang (2001),
they applied a nonlinear singular vector and nonlinear
singular value to the study of predictability.

Lu (2001, 2003) presented three new generalized
energies as Lyapunov functions, and obtained the
subcritical criteria of nonlinear barotropic and baro-
clinic stability and the subcritical criterion of nonlinear
mesoscale symmetric stability. His results indicated
that the subcritical instability will possibly occur only
if the initial disturbance amplitude is larger than an-
other critical value, even if the frictional coefficient is
greater than a critical value. The theory overcomes
the shortcoming of the usual stability criterion that
cannot explicitly express the nonlinear effect, and may
give a new physical mechanism for the formations of
quasi-stationary systems and strong rainstorms, and
may also be used to explain supercritical symmetric
instability.

Feng et al. (2001a) studied the instability evolu-
tion of an air-sea oscillator. They expressed a stochas-
tic dynamic model of air-sea interaction as a Fokker-
Planck equation (FPE), which is from statistical me-
chanics and is used to obtain a time evolution equa-
tion on the probability density function and the cli-
matic potential function. Using the matrix-continued
fraction method (MCFM), they obtained its solution
with which the effects of greenhouse gases were calcu-
lated. In their results, sea surface temperature rises by
1.2◦C, and the basic period is about 3–4 years and be-
comes longer than that under the condition of doubling
CO2. In view of non-equilibrium dynamics, Feng et al.
(2002a) wrote the equations of the nonlinear stochastic
air-sea oscillator as a Fokker-Planck equation (FPE),
which gives the evolution from the unstable to stable
state on ENSO events and reveals that ENSO exists
in multi-equilibrium states. Their numerical calcula-
tion coincides with observational data. Using the the-
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ory of nonlinear dynamics in combination with both
data analysis and numerical experiments, Huang et
al. (2004) and Han and Huang (2002) also investi-
gated the nonlinear oscillation of air-sea coupling and
the ENSO cycle, and revealed the relationship between
ENSO and the limit cycle of the ENSO model they dis-
cussed.

In addition, Xu and Gao (2002) gave a detailed
summary on the study of nonlinear stability of wave-
flow interaction.

3. New theories of nonlinear blocking dynam-
ics

During the last four years, nonlinear blocking dy-
namics has been extensively studied and has seen sig-
nificant progress. Luo (1999a, 2000a) systemically in-
troduced and investigated nonlinear blocking dynam-
ics and the envelope soliton theory of blocking in his
two books. Luo (1999b, 2000b) presented the theory
of envelope Rossby solitons forced by synoptic-scale
eddies, and theoretically proved that under some con-
ditions, a blocking embryo described by the envelope
Rossby soliton can develop into a blocking pattern
through the forced effect of antecedent synoptic-scale
eddies. The onset process of this kind of blocking is
a transfer process from dispersion to non-dispersion
or weak dispersion, and its decay is the opposite pro-
cess. Luo et al. (2001) and Luo et al. (2002) further
studied this problem and confirmed from the observa-
tional studies that the life cycle of blocking associated
with synoptic-scale eddies is a transfer process between
dispersion and non-dispersion. Employing numerical
experiments, Luo et al. (2002) also found that the
synoptic-scale eddies seem to play a dominant role in
the amplification of blocking, while the topography ef-
fect appears to play a phase-locking role (Luo, 1999b).
At the same time, the synoptic eddies tend to split
into two branches during the onset of blocking. These
numerical results are in accordance with the observa-
tional results.

Luo (2001) proposed a new nonlinear Schrödinger
equation with a higher order nonlinear term, which
is an extension of the classical Schrödinger equation
and has received much attention. This new equation
and its transformed equation can be used to study the
mechanism of blocking. In an equivalent barotropic
framework, for example, Luo and Li (2000) applied the
new forced nonlinear Schrödinger equation to exam-
ine the interaction between the planetary-scale waves
and the localized synoptic-scale eddies upstream, and
explained why and how the synoptic-scale eddies can
reinforce and maintain a vortex pair block. Further-
more, Luo and Li (2001) used a parametrically ex-

cited higher-order nonlinear Schrödinger equation to
describe the interaction of a slowly moving planetary-
scale envelope Rossby soliton for zonal wavenumber-
two with a wavenumber-two topography under the
LG-type dipole near-resonance condition. Their re-
sults showed that the initiation and decay of blocking
are the transfer processes of an amplified envelope soli-
ton system between dispersion and non-dispersion or
weak dispersion. They therefore suggested that in the
higher latitude regions, the planetary-scale envelope
soliton-topography interaction could be regarded as a
possible mechanism of the establishment of blocking.

Tao (2000) analyzed the general nonlinear free
mode of the atmosphere by use of observational data.
Lu and Tao (1998) employed the free mode as the
forced field to carry out some numerical experiments.
Their results showed that under the condition of weak
dissipation and forcing, the low-frequency oscillation
caused by the transform between the zonal and merid-
ional patterns occurs, and that under the condition of
strong dissipation and forcing, the atmospheric evolu-
tion tends to the free mode of the forcing field. Based
on the results, they proposed a new physical mecha-
nism of blocking in the mid-high latitudes and low-
frequency oscillation. Besides, Lu et al. (1998) also
used the nonlinear critical layer theory to explain the
formation, maintenance, and oscillation of the sub-
tropical high.

Additionally, Xu and Gao (2002) discussed the
wave-flow interaction in the maintenance process of
blocking. Wu and Mu (1999) studied the Liapunov
stability of the Modons solution and blocking in the
atmosphere, proved the instability of the Modons so-
lution in the sense of Liapunov stability, and intro-
duced the concept of blocking “life span” to study the
blocking process.

4. 3D spiral structure in the atmosphere

Recent investigations imply that the 3D spiral
structure may be a basic feature of the atmosphere.
Liu et al. (2000a, b) studied the 3D spiral structure
pattern in the atmosphere. Through the balance re-
lationship among the pressure gradient force, Coriolis
force, and frictional force, they obtained the nonlin-
ear 3D velocity field from the equations describing a
mesoscale vortex in a geophysical fluid. By analyzing
the 3D wind field, the 3D spiral structure in physi-
cal space for unstable stratification was found. The
3 D spiral vortex is very similar to typical, real cy-
clones (Liu et al., 2000b). They pointed out that the
existence of the 3D spiral structure in the mesoscale
vortex is a result of mass conservation and the effect of
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earth’s rotation, and therefore the rotation of the earth
and the turbulent viscosity of the air play an impor-
tant role in the 3D spiral structure of the mesoscale
vortex.

5. Traveling wave solution of the nonlinear
evolution equation

The traveling wave solution in the atmosphere has
become an active field of research during the last ten
years. The traveling waves solution of the nonlin-
ear evolution equation contains spiral waves (Liu et
al., 2002b), solitary waves, shocks, periodic waves,
etc. Recently, Liu et al. (2001a, b) proposed a new
method known as the Jacobi elliptic function expan-
sion method to study wave solutions of nonlinear wave
equations. This method is more general than the
other methods such as the hyperbolic tangent func-
tion expansion method. Appling this method, they
obtained new periodic solutions of a kind of nonlin-
ear wave equations, and the envelope periodic solution
of some nonlinear wave equations with variable coeffi-
cients (Fu et al., 2001; Liu et al., 2002c, d). Liu et al.
(2002b) also discussed the Hopf bifurcation and spiral
wave solution of the complex Gianzburg-Landau equa-
tion. Huang (1998, 1999), Huang and Zhao (2000),
and Huang and Wu (2001) adopted the topological
method, the singular perturbation method, and more
to discuss the existence of various traveling wave solu-
tions and their bifurcation structures, and used these
theoretical results to explain related weather phenom-
ena.

6. Numerical predictability in a chaotic system

Round-off error can cause numerical uncertainty
(Li et al., 2000; 2001). Through the numerical and
theoretical study of round-off error, Li et al. (2000;
2001) presented a computational uncertainty princi-
ple in numerical nonlinear systems, which implies an
inherent relation between the uncertainty due to the
imperfection of the numerical method itself and the
uncertainty due to the inherent inaccuracy of digital
computers. Specifically, if the discretization error and
the round-off error are treated as two “adjoint vari-
ables” the computational uncertainty principle reveals
that if one variable becomes smaller, then the other
adjoint variable will become greater. Owing to the in-
herent relationship between the two uncertainties due
to the numerical method and the use of a computer re-
spectively, we naturally have a limitation on the width
of the interval of the effective numerical solution. This
is just the root cause of the inevitable existence of the
maximally effective computation time (MECT) and

optimal stepsize (OS) in a numerical nonlinear sys-
tem. This indicates that once the precision of the cal-
culation machine in use is given, the best degree of
accuracy which can be achieved for the numerical so-
lution obtained by a numerical method is determined
entirely. Thus, the computational uncertainty prin-
ciple gives a certain limitation on the computational
capacity of the numerical method under the inherent
property of finite machine precision. However, OS cor-
responds to MECT. Feng and Chou (2001) used a cli-
mate model, the Rossler system, and a super chaos
system to investigate MECT and OS in these systems.
Their results suggested that by using an OS in solving
numerically nonlinear ordinary differential equations,
the self-memorization theory of chaos systems consti-
tution provides a new approach to numerical weather
prediction.

7. Global analysis of climate dynamics

The global analysis of climate dynamics is a use-
ful approach for studying long-term behavior of the
atmosphere. Li and Chou (2003a, b) briefly summa-
rized the idea and main theoretical results of the global
analysis theory of the climate system and introduced
its main applications, especially the adjustment and
evolution processes of climate, the principle of numer-
ical model design, and optimal numerical integration.
For a class of nonlinear evolution equations, Li and
Chou (1999a) studied the class’ global attractors and
discussed the existence of their inertial manifolds us-
ing the truncated method. They proved that the op-
erator equation of the atmospheric motion with dis-
sipation and external forcing belongs to this class of
nonlinear evolution equations. Therefore there exists
an inertial manifold of the atmospheric equations if
the spectral gap condition for the dissipation operator
is satisfied. These results furnish a basis for study-
ing further dynamical properties of global attractors
of the atmospheric equations and for designing better
numerical schemes. Using the properties of the inte-
gral with parameters, Li and Chou (1999b) analyzed
the properties of operators of the full atmospheric op-
erator equation. Based on them, the asymptotic be-
havior of the solutions of the atmospheric equations
was discussed and the existence of the global attrac-
tors of the atmospheric equations was proved. Based
on the global qualitative theory of atmospheric dy-
namical equations, Li and Chou (2001) presented a
new method for simplifying equations, namely the op-
erator constraint principle, and discussed the general
rule of the method and its mathematical strictness.
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Besides this, Fan et al. (1999) applied global analysis
theory to investigate climate predictability.

8. Some applications of nonlinear methods

8.1 Hierarchy structure of climate and scaling
invariance

A climatic time series consists of many time scales.
The state of either cooling or warming will depend
upon the time scales; Liu et al. (2000c) therefore indi-
cated that the climatic hierarchy could be constructed
by analyzing different scales. Their work on the time
series of the Northern Hemisphere surface atmospheric
temperature showed that the numbers of climatic jump
points are approximately according to the Fibonacci
sequences with scale hierarchy. They therefore con-
cluded that there exists a scaling invariance in non-
linear climate systems which may reflect evolutional
laws of climatic jump times and the hierarchical struc-
ture of climatic series. Moreover, Liu et al. (2000c)
and She et al. (2003) pointed out that a nonlinear
dynamical system which leaves climatic scaling invari-
ance can be uncovered from the climatic jump point
location. Liu and Ling (2000) further suggested that
the turbulence of geophysics also exists in the scaling
invariance in which the scaling index varies with differ-
ent atmospheric temperature stratifications. Besides,
using the analysis of nonlinear dynamics, Liu et al.
(2002c) showed that climatic time series contain many
complex structures.

8.2 Spatial-temporal series predictive method

By using the idea of nonlinear reconstruction on
spatial-temporal series, Yang et al. (2000) built a
nonlinear regional predictive model of atmospheric
ozone in China. Their numerical experiments indi-
cated that for one-month predictions the correlation
coefficient between observational and predicted ozone
anomaly fields was over 0.43. Chen et al. (2003)
also employed the reconstruction of phase-space the-
ory and the spatial-temporal series predictive method
to construct a monthly pentad-mean nonlinear dynam-
ical prediction model of the zonal-mean geopotential
height. They suggested that the systematic error in
zonal mean height could be reduced significantly by
the numerical model.

8.3 Nonlinear inverse problem

The significant features of the inversion of satellite
remote sensing are its ill-posedness and strong non-
linearity. The accuracy of inversion of satellite re-
mote sensing is not good because of these two char-
acteristics, so it cannot satisfy the needs of numeri-
cal weather prediction. Huang and Li (2000), Li and

Huang (2001), and Zhang and Huang (2003) studied
the problem of how to improve the accuracy of in-
version of satellite remote sensing. They applied and
developed the regularization method to investigate the
problem, and designed an iterative scheme of the inver-
sion, which not only considers ill-posedness as well as
the nonlinear effect, but also optimally chooses regular
parameters. The results of the numerical experiments
indicated that their method is apparently better than
the other methods.

Huang and Han (2001, 2002a) and Huang et al.
(2003a) systemically discussed applications of the reg-
ularization method to variational data assimilation.
Through the synthetic modification of initial value
conditions, boundary value conditions and model pa-
rameters, and under the conditions of global or local
data, they applied the regularization method to ana-
lyze the variational data assimilation of sea tempera-
ture. Their method reduces the number of iterations
and highly improves the accuracy of assimilation. Ad-
ditionally, for non-differential systems Huang and Han
(2002b) proposed the idea of a weak form to study its
variational data assimilation and derived its adjoint
form.

A physical process with an “on-off” switch is a non-
linear one, of which the treatment in the inverse prob-
lems by the adjoint approach, e.g., variational data
assimilation, is a key problem (c.f., Zou, 1997; Xu,
1996). Recently Mu and Wang (2003) and Wang et
al. (2002) proposed a new approach to deal with this
problem. They also demonstrated the advantage of
this approach by numerical results.

8.4 A new difference scheme with multi-time
levels

To make the best utilization of information from
observational data, Feng et al. (2001b) presented a
new multi-time level difference scheme and discussed
some mathematical characteristics of the scheme. The
results of some numerical experiments showed the
computational accuracy of the numerical linear advec-
tion equation and numerical nonlinear advection equa-
tion with the difference scheme is higher than that
with the leapfrog scheme. The scheme may be applied
to numerical analysis in many fields, such as meteo-
rology, engineering physics, astronautics, environment
and economy, etc. To put more information into a dif-
ference scheme of a certain differential equation, on the
basis of the memory dynamics, Feng et al. (2002b) and
Feng and Chou (2002) proposed a new kind of time in-
tegration scheme, known as the retrospective scheme.
The stability criteria of the scheme of an advection
equation under certain conditions are derived mathe-
matically. It was shown from the numerical results of
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the advection equation with its retrospective scheme
that the accuracy of the scheme is much higher than
that of the leapfrog difference scheme.
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